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S and J Travel Dunfermline based in the Edinburgh area and provide a one stop shop for
professional, reliable travel solutions, we can take and collect customers from any UK airport or sea
port, and specialise in our local Edinburgh airport service, it is an name in which you can trust!

We understand that reputation is everything, and we rely heavily on repeat business and word of
mouth recommendations as well as listening to customersâ€™ feedback and acting on their suggestions.

All of the vehicles in our fleet are in prime condition, spotlessly clean and well maintained. We have
a number of 8 seat MPVâ€™s for our Edinburgh Airport Taxi service to accommodate larger groups. Our
drivers are all hand picked, highly trained and very professional. They can provide a meet and greet
service where required at no extra cost.

There are many reasons that set us apart from our competitors but the main one is our ethos and
determination to provide the best Edinburg airport taxi service possible. For corporate clients we will
always create the right impression from our professional, smartly dressed drivers, meet and greet
service to the executive cars and our ability to always be on time. We will tailor a travel solution to
your individual needs. All our drivers have fully comprehensive and also public liability insurance.
We believe in always making our prices transparent, and do not charge for having child safety seats
or for the cancellation of a booking.

We believe we offer the very best Edinburgh airport taxi service contact us for a competitive quote
via our website at www.sandjdunfermaline.co.uk or for further information or advise call us on 07548
907058
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James Blee - About Author:
Travel in style and comfort with a wonderful taxi Edinburgh Airport from sandjdumferline.co.uk. All of
our Edinburgh airport taxi vehicles are in perfect working order and will satisfy every client demand.
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